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Overview of Course

This course analyzes passive, active, and dynamic 
stretching techniques and explores current 
research related to physiologic responses of 
muscle tissue and the effects of stretching on 
range of motion, strength, and muscle 
performance to aid the clinician in employing these 
techniques.
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Course Rationale
The purpose of this course is to analyze traditional 
stretching techniques focusing on contemporary 
theories of muscle physiologic responses 
contributing to enhanced flexibility. Comparison of 
the effect of specific stretching techniques on 
subsequent muscle performance enhances the 
development of therapeutic programs to maximize 
patient outcomes. 
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Goals/Objectives
1. Identify factors contributing to decreased muscular flexibility and joint mobility.
2. Distinguish the physiologic effects of stretching on the viscoelastic properties
3. Identify theories of muscle cellular adaptations to stretching.
4. Describe components of passive, active, and dynamic stretching techniques including 

the proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation type.
5. Compare outcomes of passive, active, and dynamic stretching techniques for improving 

range of motion.
6. Determine the applicability of stretching techniques for the management of spasticity 

and contractures.
7. Summarize the impact of stretching on muscle strength and fatigue.
8. Describe the influence of stretching on pain and post exercise muscle soreness.
9. Identify the potential for athletic performance impairment or enhancement in response 

to type stretching technique applied.
10. Compare tissue response to stretching techniques, active warm-up, and therapeutic 

modality application to increase flexibility.
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Disclaimer

�Application of concepts presented in this 
webinar is at the discretion of the individual 
participant in accordance with federal, state, and 
professional regulations.
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Course Outline/Schedule: 
3 hour live interactive webinar

Topic Time

Muscular Flexibility and Joint Mobility 0:00-0:10

Physiologic Effects of Stretching 0:11-0:20

Viscoelastic Properties 0:21-0:30

Cellular Adaptations 0:31-0:40

Components of Active, Passive, Dynamic and PNF-type Stretching Techniques 0:41-0:51

Interactive Discussion of Clinical Applications 0:51-0:60
Comparative Analysis of Stretching Techniques to Improve Range of Motion 1:01-1:20

Applicability of Stretching to Manage Contractures 1:21-1:30

Impact of Stretching on Muscle Strength 1:31-1:40

Impact of Stretching on Fatigue 1:41-1:45

Influence of Stretching on Pain 1:46-1:50

Interactive Discussion of Clinical Applications 1:51-2:00
Influence of Stretching on Post Exercise Muscle Soreness 2:01-2:10

Potential for Athletic Performance Enhancement and Impairment 2:11 -2:30

Comparative Analysis of Stretching and Other Interventions 2:31-2:45

Interactive Discussion of Clinical Applications 2:46-3:00
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Consider 
This!
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How to Obtain CEUs 
for this Course

�After the live interactive webinar and prior to 
11:59 pm TONIGHT go to www.cheapceus.com

�Complete the post test with score of at least 70%
– May be retaken multiple times

�Submit online payment for course
�Print Certificate
�Course Review and Summary for Post Test at the 

end of the webinar.
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Emphasis of Course

�Goal is to summarize current research findings 
to facilitate immediate clinical application with an 
understanding of the physiologic responses of 
muscle to various types of stretching.

�Flexibility is the ROM a joint can move through.
�How does stretching impact muscle 

performance?
�What type of stretching is most appropriate?
�Does everyone respond the same to stretching?
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Factors Contributing to Decrease 
Flexibility and Range of Motion

�Results from
– Various pathologies
– Sequela of orthopedic procedures
– Inactivity especially age
– Musculoskeletal chronic dysfunction
– Bony deformation

�Goal to restore normal mobility
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RANGE OF MOTION 
dependent upon 
several factors

Must Target 
Interventions at cause 

of restriction

Joint 
Structural integrity

Periarticular 
structures (ligament, 

capsule)

Muscle Tightness
Regardless of the 

cause of the 
tightness, range of 

motion will be 
restricted.

Passive Mechanisms
Positional Adaptations

Muscle Shortening
Scarring

Active Mechanisms
Spasm

Muscle 
Physiology

Recall the basic 
anatomy

Active Tension – Neurophysiologic 
Neuroreflexive properties

Alpha motor neuron
Golgi Tendon Organ activation

Muscle spindle activation

Passive Tension – Mechanical 
Viscoelastic properties

Creep
Stress-relaxation

Structure of muscle
Musculotendinous unit

Muscle fibers
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Contributing Factors

Goal of Stretching 
to  increase ROM, 

joint excursion, 
flexibility

Achieve permanent 
adaptive response 
that contributes to 
increased muscle 

length

Muscle 
Physiology

Neurophysiologic Responses 
Alteration/inhibition of reflex activity to 

decrease muscle resistance allowing ROM

Mechanical Changes 
Viscoelastic Behavior during loading and 

holding phases of stretching

Stretching Tolerance
Performing stretch at point of maximum patient 

tolerance or pain may gain more ROM
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Response to Stretch Theories Determining stretching interventions

�Consider Tissue Properties and Stretch 
Tolerance

�Neurophysiologic and mechanical factors
�Decreased flexibility due to compromised soft 

tissue
�Benefits are individual to population and 

diagnosis
�Easier to stretch a muscle that is relaxed and not 

contracting.
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� Normally when muscle is 
elongated,  the muscle spindle 
recognize the altered length and 
speed at which it occurred.

� When stretched quickly, it 
transmits a signal to the spinal 
cord triggering the stretch 
reflex.

� Signal sent back down motor 
neuron to muscle which develops 
tension to resist the change in 
length.
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Neurophysiologic Responses –
Stretch Reflex Stretch Reflex cont.

�Stretching must overcome this reflex to achieve 
greater muscle length.

�Holding the muscle statically in an elongated 
position allows the muscle spindle to habituate 
the new length.
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NO Ballistic Stretching 

�It triggers the stretch reflex through the rapid 
movement and bouncing at end range of motion.
– Forces the joint beyond its limits or motion
– Utilizes the stretched muscle to pull joint out 

of the stretch position as it stimulates the 
stretch reflex
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Neurophysiologic Responses –
Autogenic Inhibition

� The GTO is a nerve receptor  
located where the muscle is 
connected to the tendon that 
records the amount and rate of 
change in tension in the 
tendon.

� If the tension reaches 
threshold through 
contraction or stretching, it 
transmits along an inhibitory 
neuron to the spinal cord.

� This triggers motor neurons 
and causes the agonist 
muscle to relax. 
– This signal is stronger than 

the muscle spindle signal 
telling it to contract.
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Neurophysiologic Responses –
Reciprocal Inhibition

�When an agonist (muscle performing motion contracts) 
the antagonist (opposite muscle) relaxes. 

� This leads to relaxation of the antagonist.
�May explain enhanced benefits of dynamic stretching.
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Viscoelastic Properties of Muscle
� Visco – time dependent response based on duration of 

stretch
� Elastic – length change directly proportional to load/force 

applied
�When stretch is applied over period of time, muscle 

lengthens, increasing joint excursion.
� After stretching, muscle gradually shortens over a period 

of time referred to as creep.
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Stretching Tolerance

�ROM gains may be related to “Stretch 
Tolerance” which is the individual’s perception or 
sensation of the stretch.

�This is often utilized to determine the endpoint of 
stretch at a specific degree of discomfort or pain.

�Consider if ROM gains are attributed to actual 
increased mechanical alterations in the muscle 
or enhanced stretch tolerance.
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Physiologic effects of stretching
�Attempting to achieve stress relaxation. 
�Stretching must overcome the stretch reflex to 

achieve greater muscle length.
�Muscle stretch held at constant elongated length 

so the stress at that point declines as the muscle 
spindle habituates to the new length.
– Rate of stretch may play a role.
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Cellular Adaptations to Stretching
�Sarcomere is the basic muscle contractile unit 

composed of actin and myosin. 
�Following prolonged immobilization the number 

of sarcomeres is altered contributing to 
decreased flexibility.
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Cellular Adaptation: 
Sarcomergenesis

�Speculated that stretching  induces 
myofibrilogenesis contributing to increased 
number of sarcomeres leading to a longer 
muscle that allows greater joint excursion. 

�Stretch induced hypertrophy may also occur 
near musculotendinous junction. 
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Cellular Adaptation: Satellite Cells
� These myogenic stem cells are located adjacent to 

myofibers.
� They activate and proliferate in response to tissue damage or 

stress/loading to initiate muscle growth and regeneration.
�Migrate to sarcolemma and fuse with existing muscle fibers. 

to regenerate  the muscle.
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Satellite Cells Cont.

�In vivo studies suggest stretching may:
– Activate mechanosensors to encourage the 

influx of extracellular Calcium ions stimulating 
satellite cells to enter their cell cycle earlier.

– Influence to Nitric Oxide (NO) synthesis which 
contributes to the cascade of effects leading 
to satellite cell activation.
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Types of Stretching

�Passive 
�Active
�Dynamic
�PNF 
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Passive Stretching
�Also called Static Stretching.
�Muscle is placed in lengthened position and held 

utilizing another body segment or an external 
force from a piece of equipment or person. 

�No muscle contraction from muscle being 
stretched.

�Stretch reflex influence minimized by gentle 
motion maintained just short of pain threshold.
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Passive Stretching cont.

�Examples:
– Manual Passive
– Self Stretching 
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Active Stretching

�Agonist muscle statically holds joint in stretch 
position 
– Person stretching provides the force for the 

stretch
�Relaxation of muscle being stretched enhanced 

through reciprocal inhibition.
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Active Stretching cont.

�Examples:
– Yoga 
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Dynamic Stretching
� Controlled movements typically of the leg and arms that 

gently move joint to the end range of motion and is 
repeated.

� Typically 5-10 repetitions in place or over a distance, 
several motions completed for approximately 8-12 
minutes

� Speed progressively increases as contraction of muscles 
brings joint through further ROM

�Good Technique must be emphasized
� Functionally based sports specific
� Not the same as ballistic
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Dynamic Stretching cont.

�May improve ROM through reciprocal inhibition.
�Examples

– Leg swings
– Arm swings
– Torso twists
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PNF Stretching

�Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation 
Stretching technique combines passive 
stretching (joint taken to end range and held) 
with isometric contraction.
– Percent of submaximal contraction varies.

�The stretch is enhanced through the post-
isometric relaxation allowing greater range of 
motion gains.
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PNF Stretching cont.
�Contract Relax – Autogenic inhibition

– Passive stretch
– Contract tight muscle isometrically for 6 seconds 

then Relax.
– Immediate passive stretch into new range
– Hold stretch for 10-30 seconds.
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PNF Stretching cont.
�Theorized that effectiveness is achieved through:

– Habituating muscle spindle to lengthened 
position.

– Fatiguing fast twitch fibers so they do not resist 
subsequent stretch.

– Tension activating GTO which inhibits 
contraction allowing lengthening.

– Depressed Hoffman reflexes post contraction 
limiting excitability.
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PNF Stretching cont.
�Hold Relax Agonist Contract aka Contract Relax 

Agonist Contract
– As above but contraction of muscle opposite 

the tight muscle is used to move into new 
range and generate stretch force.
• This is what moves the patient into the new 

stretch through reciprocal inhibition.
– Hold stretch for 10 - 30 seconds

�Autogenic and reciprocal inhibition utilized.
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Traditional Stretching Indications

�When pathology is present to:
– Restore range of motion
– Improve function

�In healthy population, prior to activity to:
– Increase Flexibility
– Minimize risk of injury
– Decrease post activity soreness
– Improve performance (strength, power, etc.)
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How to analyze 
the evidence

�Must consider each study in context of how you 
will apply it.

�Can gain some general recommendations.
�Who – age of population, health vs. pathology 

vs. post surgical
�What – acute vs. long term training effects
�Where – muscle or group, 1 vs. 2 joint muscle
�How – type and intensity of stretch
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Review of contemporary research DOES NOT 
support all traditional indications

�When pathology is present to:
– Restore range of motion
– Improve function

�In healthy population, prior to activity to:
– Increase flexibility
– Minimize risk of injury
– Decrease post activity soreness
– Improve performance (strength, power, etc.)
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Why the disagreement?
�It is challenging to answer the question is 

stretching beneficial as rehabilitation typically 
includes other interventions which studies may 
not account for.

�Type of stretching utilized alters flexibility gains 
so goal of stretching must be considered.

�Unclear if healthy and injured muscle will 
respond to stretching in the same manner.

�Intensity of stretching not consistently identified
– Stretching tolerance may play a role.
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Stretching Outcomes: ROM
�Static passive stretching yields significant 

increases joint range of motion. (PNF stretching 
comparable in some studies)

�30-60 second holds yield similar results
– > 60 or 90 detrimental

�Recommendation for 10-30 second hold, 2-4 reps
�Gains appear to plateau at 6 weeks
�ROM loss appears to decline equivalently after 

ceasing stretching regardless of type of stretching 
protocol.
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ROM: Older Population
�Static stretching better for elderly as there is 

less risk of evoking muscle spindle firing and 
reflex contraction that can lead to 
micro tears.

�Rate of stretching should be slower to avoid 
injury.

�Older adults need longer up to 60 second hold 
to achieve results.

�Stretch to a position of mild discomfort.
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ROM: Older Population cont.

�Longer stretch hold times demonstrate 
greater ROM gains and longer carryover.

–Possibly due to age related 
physiologic changes
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Stretch Hold Time ROM Increase per Week 
Over 5 Weeks

Gain Maintained 
at 4 Weeks

60 seconds 2.4 degrees 5.4 degrees
30 seconds 1.3 degrees 0.7 degrees
15 seconds 0.6 degrees 0.8 degrees

Feland. The Effect of Duration of Stretching of the Hamstring Muscle Group for Increasing ROM in People Aged 65 Years or Older. 2001
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�Static stretching appears to yield similar flexibility 
gains regardless of frequency.

–Possibly due to increased 
stretching tolerance.
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Frequency of Stretching ROM Increase per Week Over 5 Weeks
Once a day everyday

Equivalent GainsTwice a day everyday
Three times a week twice a day

Three times a week once a day Smallest gains
Cipriani. Effect of Stretch Frequency and Sex on the Rate of Gain and Rate of Loss in  Muscle Flexibility During a Hamstring-Stretching Program. 2012

ROM: Younger/Middle Aged 
Population

ROM: Athletes
�Must consider specific requirements for sport (flexibility, 

power, speed) when determining best type of stretch.

� Post exercise stretching achieves greater ROM 
secondary to increased tissue temperature.
– Must be completed within 5-10 minutes of termination 

of activity.
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Type of Stretch Impact on ROM Carryover of Gain
Warm-up Significant Increase Decrease after 15 minutes 

but still greater than 
baseline

Static Passive Additional Gains

Dynamic Decreased compared to post warm-
up but still greater than baseline

O’Sullivan. The effect of warm-up, static stretching and dynamic stretching on hamstring flexibility in previously injured subjects. 2009

ROM: Duration of Gains
�The length of time flexibility is maintained 

following static stretching continues to be 
studied but appears to be short term.
– Decreases over 6 to 25 minutes
– Typically remains above baseline

�Enhanced understanding of the carryover time 
of stretching gains will allow clinicians to suggest 
specified sequencing of stretching prior to 
activity or athletic participation.
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ROM: Duration of Gain cont.

�Possibly due to creep effect of viscoelastic 
properties of muscle.

�Larger lower extremity muscle groups may 
require longer stretching holds and/or increased 
repetitions for gains.
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ROM: PNF Stretching

�More immediate increase in flexibility may occur.
�PNF stretching increases joint range of motion to 

a greater degree than static stretching.
�Submaximal and maximal isometric contractions 

appear to yield similar ROM outcomes.
�Isometric contractions may increase stretch 

tolerance contributing to greater flexibility.
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Managing Contractures
�Contractures are shortening of non-contractile 

tissues including joint capsule and ligament.
�Typically muscle tightness is not what is 

restricting the range of motion though the 
muscle will be shortened in addition to the non-
contractile structures.
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Contractures cont.

�Muscular Stretching not likely to be effective.
�Stretching may be beneficial in the short term for 

contracture prevention.
� Unclear if stretching increases or decreases 

hemiplegic shoulder pain.
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Managing Spasticity

�Spasticity is of neurologic origin with long 
standing shortening of the muscle over time.

�Unclear if stretching beneficial in decreasing 
spasticity.
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Response to Stretching: Muscle 
Strength

� Type of stretch utilized alters muscle response so 
stretching type needs to be specific.

� Static stretching produces stretch induced strength loss.
– Volume of stretch may play a role.
– Deficit may be acute possibly recovering in 15 

minutes.
� In some studies PNF and Static stretching equally 

decreased strength.
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Type of Stretch Strength Production
Static Passive Decreased
PNF Possibly decreased or no effect
Dynamic Increased

Strength: Mechanical Factors

�Static stretching increases musculotendinous 
viscoelastic properties leading to
– Decreased peak torque
– Slower rate of force development

�Dynamic stretching increases viscoelastic 
properties leading to
– Greater production of power
– No adverse effects
– Enhanced jump performance
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Strength: Neurophysiologic Factors

�Static stretching may lead to decreased motor 
unit activation.

�Dynamic stretching may lead to 
– Greater motor unit excitability
– Increased motor unit synchronization and 

recruitment
– Decreased presynaptic inhibition
– Greater central activation of motor neuron
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Muscle Strength cont.
�Conflicting results whether PNF and static 

decrease or elicit no change on maximal 
voluntary contraction in active populations.

�Max contraction before stretch potentially 
diminishes post stretch strength loss
– PNF better option than static for sedentary 

population prior to activity.
– Dynamic Stretching preferred as pre-activity 

stretch. 
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Muscle Strength cont.

�Consider post stretch muscle impairment when 
sequencing interventions particularly manual 
muscle testing (MMT) to assess strength.
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Response to Stretching: Muscle Fatigue
�Muscle fatigue can be measured in mechanical measures 

such as power and repetitions or perceived exertion such as 
with a Borg scale.

� Static stretching does not appear to alter muscle fatigue 
related to force generation but appears to increase 
perceived exertion.
– This is greater in 

women than men.
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Response to Stretching: Pain
� Consider post discharge stretching program for management 

of chronic pain and occupational musculoskeletal disorders.
� Factory workers, automobile assembly line workers, and 

bus/truck drivers are at risk for and often experience pain 
due to the physical stress of their working conditions.
– Pain may lead to decreased concentration and impaired 

judgment.
� Continuous stretching programs have shown a positive effect 

on subjective symptom and pain reduction.
– Decreased muscle tension and pain as stretching 

increases flexibility
– Ergonomics must also be addressed
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Pain cont.

�Yoga is considered an active stretching 
technique which has demonstrated similar 
positive outcomes to self stretching classes for 
managing chronic back pain.
– Decreased medication use and improved 

function.
– Both equally more effective when compared 

to patient self management following patient 
education.
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Response to Stretching: Muscle Soreness
Traditional Belief

�It was previously widely accepted that soreness 
following exercise was due to muscle spasm 

�The resulting compression of the vasculature 
leads to tissue ischemia and pain exacerbating 
the pain spasm cycle.

�Stretching was theorized to interrupt this cycle 
by restoring circulation.
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Muscle Soreness: Current Belief

�Delayed Onset Muscle Soreness DOMS results 
from unaccustomed exercise not from muscle 
fatigue.

�Individual experiences discomfort within first day 
after exercise peaking in intensity around 48 
hours. Maybe  accompanied by tenderness and 
swelling.
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Muscle Soreness cont.

�Research does not demonstrate statistically 
significant reduction in delayed onset muscle 
soreness in healthy adults.
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When Stretch Was Performed Change in soreness
Before Exercise ½ point decrease one day after 
After Exercise 1 point decrease one day after
Before and After Exercise Average 4 point decrease one over one week 

Cochrane Review 2011 Stretching to prevent or reduce muscle soreness after exercise

Response to Stretching: Athletic 
Injuries

� Traditionally believed that stretching before activity aids 
in injury prevention and increases muscle performance.

� New research suggests stretching prior to activity for the 
recreational and competitive athlete may not decrease 
risk of injury.

�May decrease musculotendinous injuries in some 
populations who have shortened muscles. 
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Response to Stretching: 
Athletic Injuries

�Overstretching can limit the reflexive development of 
muscle tension which is what avoids injury during 
activity.

�Over time excessive stretching limits protective stretch 
reflex possibly leading to increased injuries over time.

�May be beneficial to reduce incidence of specific 
musculotendinous injuries.
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Response to Stretching: Athletic 
Performance Impairment

� Results conflicting, but static stretch appears to 
decreases muscle force generation
– Decreased isometric peak torque
– Decreased jump height when ROM increased

� Theories of stretch induced performance impairments:
– Sacrificed joint stability
– Altered muscle length tension relationship
– Detrimental effects may only be acute
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Athletic Impairment: Running
�Following static hamstring stretching runners have 

demonstrated decreased initial velocity and 
increased perceived exertion.
– Sit and reach test increased indicated improved 

ROM
– Stride length increased 

during running
– Biceps Femoris  EMG 

demonstrated increased 
motor unit recruitment
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Athletic Impairment: Running cont.
�Why? Static stretching may have decreased the 

ability of the hamstrings to passively control the 
knee during the swing phase causing the 
hamstrings to fire at a greater rate. 
– Runner perceived the increased demands and self 

adjusted to slower running rate.
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Athletic Impairment: Golf

�Dynamic stretching during warm-up widely 
practiced.

�Addition of passive stretching appears to 
decrease accuracy, speed, and distance 
– Possibly due to muscle slack contributing to 

decreased force production or decreased 
synchronization of muscle firing.
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Response to Stretching: Athletic 
Performance Enhancement

�After active warm-up, dynamic stretching 
– Increases explosive power compared to static 

passive stretching.
– Does not appear to hinder performance.
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Type of Stretch Countermovement Jump Height Squat Jump Height
Control No Stretch 29.9 cm

Static Passive Stretch 32.6 cm 28.7 cm
Decreased compared to ControlActive Stretch 34.0 cm 

Increased compared to Passive
Dynamic Stretch 33.7 cm 

Increased compared to Passive
29.6 cm No Acute Detriment 
compared to Control

Carvalho. Acute Effects of a Warm-up Including Active, Passive, and Dynamic Stretching on Vertical Jump Performance. 2012.

Athletic Enhancement: Static Stretch
�Static increases flexibility required for some 

activities.
�Utilize at other times but not a pre-participation 

routine.
�Could be sequenced with dynamic stretching and 

sport specific warm-up to minimize detriments to 
peak force development.
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Stretching considerations at 
discharge

�What we use during rehab to gain ROM 
static/PNF should change for discharge plan 
based on specific activity individual is returning 
to.
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Passive/Static Stretch

�Indicated for flexibility 
�More effective for patients over age 65
�Possibly more beneficial for females
�Orthopedic Rehabilitation 
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Passive/Static Stretch cont.
�Perform after aerobic warm up for general 

fitness.
�Utilize with athletes requiring general or joint 

specific flexibility.
�Typically NOT as pre-participation routine for 

most sports requiring speed, strength, explosive 
power, or reactive activities. 
– If necessary use short duration low intensity 

stretches after aerobic and before sport 
specific warm-up.

– Best as post exercise cool down routine.
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Dynamic Stretch
�May augment performance or have no effect.
�Best indicated for athletes prior to competition or 

participation to enhance: 
– strength 
– explosive power

�Sport specific most appropriate
�Perform after submax aerobic warm-up and prior 

to sport specific warm-up.
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PNF stretch

�Contract Relax more effective in men and adults 
under age 65

�Utilized in rehabilitation as it demonstrates more 
immediate gains in ROM

�Orthopedic Rehabilitation
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Modality Application
�Stretching should be coordinated with other 

therapeutic interventions including modalities to 
maximize outcomes.

�Heating modalities may aid in increasing 
collagen extensibility then tissues reorganize 
during cooling.
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“Stretching Window”
� The rate of decay of tissue temperature rise achieved from 

ultrasound application to the gastrocnemius.

�Window is when temperature is >3 degrees which appears 
to be within the first 3 minutes following US application.
– Consider combining heat and stretch.
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Tissue Temperature (C) Time this temperature was achieved after US

5 degrees Immediately
4 degrees 1 minute 20 seconds
3 degrees Vigorous Heat 3 minutes 22 seconds
2 degrees 5 minutes 50 seconds
1 degrees 9 minutes 13 seconds
Baseline 15 minutes 55 seconds and longer
Draper. Rate of Temperature Decay in Human Muscle Following 3 MHz Ultrasound. 1995

Comparison Interventions
� Active warm-up, static stretching, and heat 

modalities may be indicated to increase 
flexibility. 
– Heating may alter viscous component of 

muscle contributing to ROM gains.
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Intervention (s) DF PROM Gain at 6 Weeks
None 1.3 degrees
Static Passive Stretch 6.1 degrees
Active Warm-Up followed by Static Passive Stretch 4.2 degrees
Superficial Heat followed by Static Passive Stretch 4.9 degrees
Ultrasound followed by Static Passive Stretch 7.3 degrees

Knight. Effect of Superficial Heat, Deep Heat, and Active Exercise Warm-up on Extensibility of Plantar Flexors. 2001

Conclusion

�Consider the patient, impairments, and goals 
when developing and modifying stretching 
interventions.
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7.  Which of the following stretching parameters continues to be advised for the 
general population (not older adults)?

A. > 60 second hold, 2-4 reps 

B. > 60 second hold, 1-2 reps

C. 10-30 second hold, 2-4 reps

D. 30-60 second hold, 1-2  reps
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8. Following neurologic injury, stretching may provide limited or no short term 
benefits in:

A. Decreasing spasticity

B. Managing pain

C. Contracture prevention

D. All of the above 
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9. Muscle strength assessment immediately following static stretching may not 
produce accurate results due to:

A. Reflexively enhanced force production

B. Stretch induced torque increases

C. Hypersensitive mechanoreceptors

D. Post stretch muscle impairments
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10. The following is TRUE  regarding application of stretching techniques  prior 
to participation in athletic activities:

A. Dynamic stretching may enhance performance when power is 
required

B. Static stretching should routinely be incorporated 

C. Type of stretch does not alter muscle performance

D. No benefits result from stretching prior to sport performance
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